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Timeless Boschhoek, leaving the best for last... 

 
 

 

 

Leaves fluttering on a gentle breeze, 

Within the forest of whispering trees, 

Makes sunlight gracefully dance there, 

Upon the ground and everywhere. 

Dappling streams with sparkling light, 

Catching the colors of birds in flight, 

Giving flowers a lovely surreal glow, 

Rousing our spirits with nature's show. 

     From Forest Delights by Belinda Stotler 



   

Boschhoek in summer is an ode to nature. 

 
 



 
It is once more time to welcome fellow bush lovers who recently joined us at Boschhoek.  Lynette with your stunning Taaiboskop 

property atop a cliff; Mathieu and Marie, our third set of French owners with views forever across the valley, also from Taaiboskop; 

Michael and his family who picked an amazing property at Boekenhoutvallei; Doug and Santie who will be nestling against 

Combretum Ridge. Congratulations! 

   



Little wonder - now in its exquisite last phase and with the number of remaining bush properties steadily dwindling, these are the 

last remaining full title bush properties after a change in legislation. It is an opportunity never again to be repeated. Furthermore, 

the owners of the 120 properties that have been sold are fortunate enough to not only own their 1 – 2 hectares, but to also have 

access to all of Boschhoek’s almost 1500 hectares of incredible mountains and streams, plains and vistas. 

   

Only an easy hour and a half from Pretoria and two hours from Johannesburg, these last phase properties at R899 000 to 

R1 499 000 come at a price that would not buy a postage stamp of land in many city estates, whilst enabling a lifetime and 

generations after of memories and soul searching beauty. Whether you opt for one of these last remaining full title properties or 

for a share in our fully furnished Berg&Bosch Lodge at only R350 000, Boschhoek has no equal. 

   



Boschhoek’s unique concept is proudly featured in this lovely article in Estate Living, South Africa’s premier estate magazine.  Off 

the grid living, independent from Eskom and the outside world with no load shedding and no electricity accounts. Free basic water 

comes from the estate itself. This, coupled to using the estate’s natural assets to supplement levy income allows for monthly 

expenses of just over R1000, levies included. In addition, with the bush as your living room Boschhoek has no minimum size for 

your bush home.  Whether you opt for a rustic tented chalet or a multimillion rand lodge blending with the mountain is a matter of 

your preference and your pocket.  As such Boschhoek provides a sanctuary for those looking to start a new life altogether, those 

wishing for a weekend getaway and for our foreign owners with a lockup-and-go in our stunning African bush. 

 
With only a quarter percent (0.25%) of the estate being built on, Nature reigns supreme. 

   

 



This allows us to sit back and watch in awe as she goes about her daily ritual. 

     

Whether a hapless impala in the death grip of a python, a jackal looking for its next meal, a fish eagle on the lookout, a shy leopard 

caught on camera or a tower of giraffe roaming their mountain sanctuary, nature never stops astonishing. 



 

  



As the world outside is evermore upside down, Boschhoek offers a retreat and a hide-away, a place where we can find ourselves 

again as humbled guests of Nature. This two minute flyover provides a sample of Nature’s bounty at Boschhoek.  

 

The invitation stands.  Come and see for yourself how this uniquely special estate has left the best for last.  Close enough for a 

lovely day outing, let us take you out for a glimpse of Nature’s offering.  We are typically available on Saturdays and Sundays – 

kindly call in advance to arrange. 

 Thanks again to the Boschhoekers for all the lovely pics! 

The Boschhoek Team 

www.boschhoekmountain.co.za 

Herbert Smith (083)654-8201 

 

85% Sold – +/- 60 houses built 
Full title 1-2 Ha last phase stands now available from R899 000 

Share a furnished lodge @ R350 000, R175 000 Joint Purchase 

Waterberg (Modimolle/Nylstroom) 1.5 hrs from Pretoria, 2 hours from Johannesburg 
Approximately 1500 hectares unspoilt bush, 0.25% (a quarter percent) human footprint 
Levies R1050 per month, basic water provision free  
Off the grid – no electricity accounts and no load shedding 

 



 
For a hauntingly beautiful two minute flyover, see https://youtu.be/cvpAIbnOH84   
For previous newsletters, see http://www.boschhoekmountain.co.za/Newsletter.html 


